
Makerfest
Last Saturday the 7th, our team attended Makerfest to encourage young children
to follow the STEM pathway. We stimulated a passion for exploring new concepts
within children excited to learn. About a hundred kids came to this event to learn
more about robotics, engineering, and everything STEM!

An outreach member works with kids
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Kits for Kids
Veteran members, along with the
outreach team, engaged in fun-filled,
educational activities with many
children interested in STEM at a local
Rainbow Station Daycare, an
organization we've been closely
working with for the past few months
to expand our BombiniBot workshops.

Subgroup News
The CAD Cove
In the CAD subgroup, the rookies were
trained on modules 1-4. These modules
included items like basic 3D modeling,
intermediate modeling, and assemblies.
Each module evaluated the members
effectively based on their efficiency and

skill in completing the modules. 

The Electrical Crew
The Electrical subgroup continued to train rookies
and some veterans with new concepts. Rookies
learned sautering, wiring an E Board. After the
learning process, they were tested on how much
time it took them to fully wire an E Board. As a side project, some of the
veteran members worked on wiring the lights for our TALON 540 trailer.

The Programming Party
Programming works like a business: as one of the
most organized subgroups, they are proud of their
leadership's ability to educate not just veterans, but
rookies as well. In October, they used their newly

refined Java course to teach the Rookies concepts from as simple as loops to
complex as Autonomous Function. Veterans expanded upon their project diversity
to encompass Virtual Reality, Database Manipulation, and more.
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